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Prelims 2
Regulation
(Tossup 1) This man stars in an oft-parodied commercial in which he states “Ballgame” before taking a
drink of Gatorade Flow. In 2017, this man’s newly acquired teammate told him “they say I gotta come
off the bench.” This man missed nearly the entire 2014-2015 season after suffering a horrific leg injury
while practicing for the US National Team. Sam Presti sent Domantas Sabonis and Victor Oladipo to
the Indiana Pacers in exchange for this player, who then surprisingly didn’t bolt to the Lakers in the
2018 off-season. For the point, name this player who formed an unsuccessful “Big Three” with Carmelo
Anthony and Russell Westbrook on the Oklahoma City Thunder.
ANSWER: Paul Clifton Anthony George (accept PG13)
(Tossup 2) This series used Ratatat’s “Cream on Chrome” as background music for many early episodes.
Side projects of this series include a “Bedtime” version featuring literature readings and an educational
“Basics” version. This series’ 2019 April Fools’ Day gag involved the a 4Kids dub of Pokemon claiming
that Brock loved jelly donuts. This series celebrated million-subscriber benchmarks with episodes featuring
the Taco Town 15-layer taco and the Every-Meat Burrito and Death Sandwich from Regular Show. For
the point, name this YouTube channel starring Andrew Rea, who cooks various foods as inspired by
popular culture.
ANSWER: Binging with Babish

(Tossup 3) The creators of this game recently announced a “Royal” edition which will add a third
semester of gameplay. In April 2019, a heavily criticzed Kotaku article claimed that this game’s theme
song, “Wake up, Get up, Get out there,” contains a slur against people with learning disabilities. In this
game, a character says “For some reason, cats turning into buses” is an extremely widespread cognition
after journeying to Momentos. Players must break into “palaces” to steal hearts in, for the point, what
game by Atlus about Joker and the rest of the Phantom Thieves?
ANSWER: Persona 5

(Tossup 4) This character once reported that “Clown is the name of the Texan soldier, not his description.
How flummoxing.” Each of this character’s messages opens “Dearest mother,” and he thanks her somewhat
regularly for supplies of Squirrel Oil. Throughout 2017, this character complained that the sad condition of
his sidearm prevented him from joining battle, though he still praised “Corporal Hilton” and “Lieutenant
Gore.” In January 2019, this character lamented that his unit fell to the Chiefs on a snowy battlefield. A
novelty Twitter account evoking the Civil War depicts, For the point, what quarterback of the Indianapolis
Colts?
ANSWER: Captain Andrew Luck (accept @CaptAndrewLuck)
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(Tossup 5) In this movie, Jackie is frustrated by Deacon’s refusal to fulfill his half of a bargain, but
eventually makes her husband her own familiar. This movie’s protagonists get into a confrontation with
a group who recite the mantra “count to ten, human again” and insist that they are “werewolves, not
swear-wolves.” Viago waves off accusations of cradle-robbing his 94-year-old girlfriend in this film after
he and his three roommates become friends with a pair of humans named Nick and Stu, who film their
day-to-day lives for this mockumentary. For the point, name this dark comedic film, adapted into a
Canadian-American FX show, in which Jemaine Clement and Taika Waititi play vampires navigating
modern life in New Zealand.
ANSWER: What We Do in the Shadows

(Tossup 6) This man was impersonated by Alan Conway for over a decade, an event which his personal
assistant, Anthony Frewin later turned into a 2006 movie. During the production of one film, this man
would play chess with George Scott to resolve creative differences such as how over-the-top Scott was
allowed to deliver his lines. This man went to great lengths to acquire incredibly rare Planar 55mm f/0.7
[F stop point seven] lenses, which had only previously been used by NASA, from Carl Zeiss just so he
could film in real candlelight for Barry Lyndon. This man constantly psychologically abused Shelly Duval
during the making of a film where Jack Nicholson’s character shouts “Here’s Johnnie!” after axing through
a door. For the point, name this legendarily perfectionist filmmaker behind The Shining
ANSWER: Stanley Kubrick

(Tossup 7) In April 2019, Taylor Hall joked that he was a master at this feat, as his teams had done it five
times in nine seasons. A Dikembe Mutombo tweet celebrating another type of this feat was sent several
hours before it actually took place, worrying many people that it was rigged in 2016. Conspiracy theorists
hold that this feat was rigged in 1985 when a frozen envelope was chosen by David Stern, allowing the
New York Knicks to perform this feat. The Knicks, Cavaliers, and Suns each have a 14 percent chance to
pull off, For the point, what luck-based “feat” that will guarantee them the right to pick Zion Williamson
in the 2019 NBA Draft?
ANSWER: winning the draft lottery (accept “winning the NHL draft lottery” throughout the tossup;
accept “winning the NBA draft lottery” after “Dikembe” is read; accept equivalents related to winning
the first pick in the draft (NHL and/or NBA as appropriate); prompt on partial answers; do not accept
or prompt on “having the worst record in the league”)

(Tossup 8) In an episode of this show based on Anton Chekhov’s The Bet, Archie Taylor offers Jamie
Tennyson $500,000 if he remains silent for a year. John Landis directed a film based on this show, but
during filming, Vic Morrow and two children were killed in a helicopter accident. This show satirized
McCarthyism in the episode “The Monsters are Due on Maple Street” in which aliens cause a riot by
flicking a town’s lights on and off. In an episode of this show, a gremlin on an airplane wing terrorizes a
character played by William Shatner. Rod Sterling created, for the point, what 1957 paranormal anthology
show that was rebooted in 2019?
ANSWER: The Twilight Zone
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(Tossup 9) During the 2016 playoffs, this man pointed at two Fox cameras and said “You saw that! You
saw that too!” after he bobbled a piece of bubble gum in the dugout. This player, who has the MLB logo
tattooed on the back of his neck, wore “El Mago” during Players’ Weekend. This player’s solo home run
chased Corey Kluber from the fourth inning of Game 7 of the 2016 World Series, in which he started at
second base between Addison Russell and Anthony Rizzo. This player led the NL in RBIs en route to
finishing second in MVP voting in 2018. For the point, name this infielder for the Chicago Cubs who is
renowned for swim moves while sliding and his elite tagging skills.
ANSWER: Javier “Javy” Baez

(Tossup 10) In one role, this actor asks what a pregnancy test looks like; upon being told “it’s like a
thin piece of plastic with a thing on the end,” he declares “so this is definitely a gun.” Another of this
character’s scenes from the episode “Remedial Chaos Theory,” in which he walks into a burning apartment
carrying pizzas, is a popular reaction GIF. This man’s two Emmys were won in 2017 for directing and
acting as Princeton dropout Earn Marks, who works to further Paper Boi’s rap career while fighting
poverty. Troy Barnes on Community was played by, For the point, what actor who raps as Childish
Gambino and created the FX series Atlanta?
ANSWER: Donald Glover (prompt on Childish Gambino before mentioned. If this weren’t a tossup on
just TV roles, we’d accept it; them’s the breaks)

(Tossup 11) In a match against North Korea, one player for this country pretended to listen to the
Korean coach’s instructions, nodding sporadically until he was shooed away. On two separate occasions,
this home country of Emmanuel Eboué has won a penalty shootout after 24 shots. This country’s home
league is dominated by a local rivalry between ASEC Mimosas and Africa Sports. This country missed the
2018 World Cup after finishing behind Morocco in qualification, although it appeared at the three prior
World Cups. Despite appearing for England in friendlies, Crystal Palace winger Wilfried Zaha now plays
this national team known as “Les Éléphants.” For the point, name this Francophone African nation, the
home of Kolo Touré, Yaya Touré, and Didier Drogba.
ANSWER: Ivory Coast [accept Côte D’Ivoire; prompt on “Les Éléphants” or “The Elephants” before
mention]

(Tossup 12) A 2011 cover of this song was the breakout debut single of a British singer who later released
the single “Wings,” Birdy. This song, which opens with a plea for the title concept to “just last the year /
Pour a little salt, we were never here,” ends with the exasperated questions “Who will fight? Who will fall
far behind.” This song’s double tracked vocals are sung by Justin Vernon, who cries “And I told you to
be patient / And I told you to be fine.” For the point, name this lead single from the album For Emma,
Forever Ago by Bon Iver.
ANSWER: Skinny Love
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(Tossup 13) The book From the Outside recounts a player for this team throwing a water bottle at
a screen after being urged to watch game film; that outburst was caused by a proposed trade deal for
Amar’e Stoudemire that sought to fix a personality clash on this team. Shaquille O’Neal ended his career
with this team out of the desire to prevent Tim Duncan from getting more rings than him. This team
acquired three first-round picks from the New Jersey Nets in 2012, a move heavily exploited by its GM
Danny Ainge. Doc Rivers once coached, for the point, what team that united Ray Allen, Kevin Garnett,
and Paul Pierce to win the 2008 NBA title over their rivals, the Los Angeles Lakers?
ANSWER: Boston Celtics (accept either underlined name)

(Tossup 14) An Oakland Raider who played this position once batted and kicked a fumble towards the
end zone; that play, the “Holy Roller,” resulted in a rule change. The 2018 All-Pro at this position was
joined on the first team by his brother, who plays center for the Philadelphia Eagles. A five-time Pro
Bowler who played this position for the New England Patriots dented their Lombardi Trophy after retiring
in March. For the point, name this football position, manned by Travis Kelce and Rob Gronkowski, that
catches passes but usually lines up on the offensive line.
ANSWER: tight end (accept TE)

(Tossup 15) The writers of Deadpool are working with Ryan Reynolds on a remake of this film, whose
original cast included Christopher Lloyd as a psychiatrist and Martin Mull as a man who is horrified
to learn they ate monkey’s brains for dinner. Theaters were given one of three separate endings for this
film, one of which reveals that Wadsworth was Mr. Boddy all along and is blackmailing the six other
characters. This film is inspired by a game whose British version includes Reverend Green instead of Mr.
Green. For the point, name this popular board game whose possible solutions include “Miss Scarlett in
the Kitchen with the Revolver.”
ANSWER: Clue (accept Cluedo after “game” is read)

(Tossup 16) In 2018, vandals in this city flooded the Buck O’Neil Education and Research Center a
month after arsonists targeted the former home of Satchel Paige to the south. O’Neil and Paige played a
combined 20 years for a Negro League team in this city that won 12 league titles, the Monarchs. Fountains
and waterfalls are on display behind the center field batter’s eye in this city’s MLB stadium, where Pablo
Sandoval caught a foul pop-up to end Game 7 of the 2014 World Series. For the point, name this city
where Kauffman Stadium is home to Jorge Soler [hor-hay so-LARE], Whit Merrifield, Alex Gordon, and
the rest of MLB’s Royals.
ANSWER: Kansas City

(Tossup 17) Herbie Hancock won a 2008 Album of the Year Grammy for his tribute to this musician, who
complained that the 60’s produced “this liberated, spoiled, selfish generation [...] of free love, free sex, free
music, free, free, free [...] and Woodstock was the culmination of it.” This painter and songwriter expressed
the sorrow of giving up her child for adoption in “Little Green,” as well as her ambivalence about almost
everything in “Both Sides, Now.” For the point, name this Canadian folk singer who lamented that “They
paved paradise/And put up a parking lot” in her oft-covered 1970 hit “Big Yellow Taxi.”
ANSWER: Joni Mitchell
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(Tossup 18) Wichita State defeated this #1 seed during their 2013 run to the Final Four before falling to
Louisville, ending this school’s first tournament as a top seed. This school’s highest NBA draft pick came
in 2006 when the Charlotte Bobcats picked Adam Morrison third overall. Zach Collins and John Stockton
played basketball for this school, which is coached by Mark Few and which lost the 2017 title game to
UNC. This school has been a #1 seed three times, including in 2019 alongside UNC, Duke, and Virginia.
For the point, name this Catholic school in Spokane, Washington with a traditionally strong mid-major
men’s basketball team.
ANSWER: Gonzaga University men’s basketball (prompt on “Bulldogs”)

(Tossup 19) In an FX season 1 finale, a song by this band plays in the background while Earnest Marks
falls asleep in a storage unit. This group, which was sued by Rosa Parks in 1999, released a song that
includes the Morris Brown Gospel Choir repeating the line “Power Music Electric Revival.” That song,
“B.O.B,” as well as “So Fresh, So Clean” appear on this group’s album Stankonia, which was followed by
a double album with two parts, Speakerboxxx by Big Boi and The Love Below by Andre 3000. For the
point, name this Atlanta hip-hop duo of the tracks “Mrs. Jackson” and “Hey Ya.”
ANSWER: OutKast

(Tossup 20) Two different clubs have failed to win this competition despite undefeated records, due to
losses on penalties in the final. Current Arsenal manager Unai Emery won this competition three years
in a row while managing Sevilla. This competition formed after a series of mergers between the UEFA
Cup, Cup Winners’ Cup, and Intertoto Cup; that hybrid origin explains why teams who finish third in
the group stage of the Champions League enter this lesser tournament. For the point, name this second
most important European club competition.
ANSWER: UEFA Europa League

(Tossup 21) In this season, after the Oakland A’s lost the division by one game to the Anaheim Angels,
they traded away Tim Hudson and Mark Mulder. Barry Bonds set the on-base percentage record, .609,
in this year, the last year in which he hit at least 45 home runs. A Dave Roberts stolen base helped force
extra innings in Game 4 of this year’s ALCS, starting a rally that ultimately overcame a 3-0 deficit for
the first time in MLB history. For the point, name this year in which the Boston Red Sox defeated the
Yankees, then the Cardinals, to end their 86-year-long championship drought.
ANSWER: 2004 MLB season

(Tossup 22) IGN reviewer Daemon Hatfield misunderstood how to unlock the 2nd half of this game’s
story and, upon being corrected, updated its score from an 8.8 to a 9. This game received a “1-Shot Demo”
in which players were allowed complete freedom for 30 minutes but weren’t allowed to play it again. In
this game, if players complete the “Fourth Survivor” scenario with a high enough rating, they can unlock
fan-favorite character Tofu. Players have speculated that a sequel to this game, subtitled Nemesis, will
follow soon after due to the AI groundwork being laid by Mr. X. For the point, name this 2019 Capcom
game that follows Leon and Clarie’s attempt to escape Raccoon City.
ANSWER: the remake of Resident Evil 2 (accept RE:make 2)
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(Tossup 23) Jesse Jackson stated that the feelings of one man in the aftermath of this event “personify
a slave master mentality.” Immediately after this event, Fathead dropped the price of one of its items
to $17.41, referencing the birth year of Benedict Arnold. When asked about this event, Michael Jordan
said he would haven’t joined a team with Magic Johnson or Larry Bird before clarifying that things are
different now. The signing of Chris Bosh may have influenced the outcome of, for the point, what 2010
TV event in which the declaration “I’m going to take my talents to South Beach” was made by former
Cleveland Cavalier LeBron James.
ANSWER: The Decision (prompt on descriptions of LeBron James leaving the Cleveland Cavaliers
before mentioned)

(Tossup 24) This team named Anders Lee captain in 2018 after they lost their previous captain in free
agency to his hometown team. The Edmonton Oilers’ 1984 Stanley Cup championship ended this team’s
streak of winning 19 consecutive playoff series. Young players like Devon Toews [tayvs] and Mathew
Barzal currently lead this team. In the 2018 offseason, this team hired Barry Trotz, the recently departed
coach of the Stanley Cup winning Capitals. John Tavares once played for, what NHL team that split their
2018 home games between the classic Nassau Coliseum and the Barclays Center in Brooklyn?
ANSWER: New York Islanders (prompt on New York)

(Tossup 25) This coach, who lost four straight NFC title games from 2001-2004, compared “borrowing”
plays from other coaches to enjoying a Snickers bar from the freezer in June 2014. Del Frisco’s restaurant
briefly considered naming a meal of ribeye, strip, and filet after this man, who ordered all three steaks
during his interview with Jeffrey Lurie, owner of the Philadelphia Eagles, to become their head coach in
1999. End-of-game clock management is notoriously challenging for, For the point, what current head
coach of the Kansas City Chiefs?
ANSWER: Andy Reid

(Tossup 26) In a secret cutscene in this game franchise, titled “Signs of What’s Next,” a king is
warned that a long warrior couldn’t defeat “a single one” of this franchise’s antagonist, in reference to
an organization that includes a disguised Luxu [loo-shoo] and the former Rank XIV [fourteen], Xion
[shee-ohn]. This franchise’s game Dream Drop Distance introduced the Real Organization XIII [thirteen],
and its entry 358/2 Days [three five eight days over two] follows Roxas, a Nobody created when this
franchise’s protagonist tries to save Kairi [ky-ree]. In this franchise, young, old, time-travelling, and
possessed versions of Xehanort [zay-ah-nort] battle against the keyblade-wielding Sora, who is aided by
Donald and Goofy. For the point, name this game franchise by Square Enix, which sends JRPG-style
characters through the worlds of Disney films.
ANSWER: Kingdom Hearts
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(Tossup 27) This man notes “Now I’ll kill a snitch - I’m not saying I have, I’m not saying I haven’t” while
drinking beers with kids as a volunteer for the United Way in an SNL digital short. A high voiced version
of this man sings in a barbershop quartet and has cable in a DirecTV commercial. This man chants
“De-caf!” while pounding a table and asks a grocery clerk for autographs in a series of classic MasterCard
commercials, and sings “chicken parm you taste so good” in a more recent stint advertising Nationwide.
For the point, name this professional huckster - in two senses, as he threw for over 71 thousand yards with
the Broncos and Colts.
ANSWER: Peyton Manning (prompt on Manning)

(Tossup 28) This national team opened the 2007 World Cup with a record-setting 11-0 win over Argentina,
going on to win that tournament without conceding a goal. Until her transfer to Lyon in 2014, Ballon
d’Or winner Ada Hederberg played in this country for a club known as Turbine. The top two scorers in
Women’s Champions League history, Anja Mittag and Conny Pohlers, are of this nationality. Only the
United States and this country have won multiple women’s World Cups, and only this country has won
both the men’s and women’s tournaments. For the point, name this home country of Turbine Potsdam,
VfL Wolfsburg, and FFC Frankfurt.
ANSWER: Germany (accept Deutschland)

(Tossup 29) An attempt to reference this song was altered from “small charcoal grill” to “Japanese BBQ
finger.” A late lyric in this song namedrops a 1994 Notorious B.I.G song, and this song’s reference to
Louboutin shoes notes that “Happiness is the same price as red-bottoms.” Alexa Luria, Tayla Parx, and
Victoria Monét are among the owners of the title objects of this song, whose second verse accurately notes
“I’d rather spoil all my friends with my riches.” The melody of “My Favorite Things” is the basis of, For
the point, what 2019 single by Ariana Grande with the repetitive chorus “I want it, I got it”?
ANSWER: 7 rings

(Tossup 30) This team, whose first draft pick was Hall of Famer Lee Roy Selmon, took 26 years before it
won a game in which the starting temperature was under 40 degrees. The Glazer family owns Manchester
United and this NFL team, which traded four draft picks and $8 million to Oakland for their coach,
who then helped them beat Oakland in Super Bowl 37. This team, which has the worst all-time winning
percentage of the current 32 NFL teams, entered the league in 1976 and promptly lost their first 26 games.
John Lynch and Warren Sapp played primarily for, For the point, what NFL team whose Raymond James
Stadium features a 100-foot-long pirate ship that fires its cannons after touchdowns?
ANSWER: Tampa Bay Buccaneers (accept Bucs; accept any underlined part)
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(Tossup 31) In January 2017, this figure defended a rival by noting “You don’t have to bring them into
this just because you forgot refrigerators existed for a second there.” This figure made its first Fortnite
stream in 2018, in which it beelined to smash up Durrr Burger. This figure, which congratulated Mr.
Peanut on being “the worst part of trail mix” during a tweetstorm on National Roast Day, demanded 18
million retweets for Carter Wilkerson to receive free chicken nuggets. For the point, name this corporate
brand with an impossibly-active Twitter account shilling hamburgers and Frostys.
ANSWER: Wendy’s (accept @wendys; accept any description of Wendy’s Twitter account, social
media presence, etc.; feel free to complain about corporate social media, but only for 2 seconds - don’t
delay the tournament)

(Tossup 32) This man scored nearly 40 points in a revenge game against his old team despite fans
chanting “cupcake” at him. This player, who was accused of using the Instagram account “@quiresultan”
to secretly argue with children, averaged over 30 points per game during his 2014 MVP season, which
ended with him crying while thanking his mother, claiming “you da’ real MVP.” The Seattle Supersonics
drafted, for the point, what small forward who controversially joined the Golden State Warriors after
blowing a 3-1 lead in the 2016 playoffs?
ANSWER: Kevin Durant

(Tossup 33) Top players at this game’s annual championships have included Green Tea and Koryan,
who lost in the 2018 semifinals. Jonas Neubauer won seven of the first eight world championships in
this game using the common DAS [dass] technique, but was swept 3-0 in the 2018 final by high schooler
Joseph Saelee, who uses hypertapping and is able to survive the level 29 kill screen, when movement speed
increases to one step down per frame. Bastet, a purposely evil algorithm for this game, gives the player
way more S and Z pieces than the more helpful T and I pieces. A Russian folk song is the traditional
theme music for, For the point, what classic line-clearing video game?
ANSWER: Tetris (accept additional information relating to “classic” or NES Tetris)

(Tossup 34) After lengthy extra inning night games, the MLB team in this city used to give out pins with
the Latin phrase “I came, I saw, I survived” and a snowed-over team logo. Tony Barrow recorded a concert
in this city, but his tape ran out during “Long Tall Sally;” afterward on the plane leaving this city, George
Harrison said “That’s it, then; I’m not a Beatle anymore.” In 1966, the Beatles’ final official concert took
place in this city’s Candlestick Park, a stadium that was demolished in 2015 in favor of Levi’s Stadium in
nearby Santa Clara. For the point, name this California city, the home of MLB’s Giants and the 49ers.
ANSWER: San Francisco

(Tossup 35) In this film, a character angrily asks “why would they change math?” before declaring
“math is math!” A pilot’s colorful badge in this film subtly references characters like Buzz Lightyear
and Lightning McQueen. A telepathic child in this film stops a raccoon from stealing a chicken leg in a
humorous scene that involves clones, laser beams, and self-immolation. This film’s villain is motivated by
Fironic and Gazerbeam’s failure to save her father from a home invasion. Evelyn Deavor is revealed to be
behind the “Screenslaver” in, for the point, what 2018 film about the adventures of Elastigirl and the rest
of the superpowered Parr family?
ANSWER: The Incredibles 2 (do not prompt on “The Incredibles” alone)
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(Tossup 36) Participants in this event were given bracelets to use instead of money, despite a serious
lack of WiFi to make the bracelets work. A popular tweet about this event noted that “all attendees will
get an extra hour in the ballpit,” captioning a photo of the pit next to several white makeshift tents. In
January 2019, Hulu scooped Netflix by premiering their documentary about this event four days early
with no marketing. Major Lazer, Blink 182, and Migos were supposed to perform at, For the point, what
2017 debacle, a failed music festival in the Bahamas?
ANSWER: Fyre Festival

(Tossup 37) While playing for this team in 2018, journeyman catcher Erik Kratz became the oldest player
to make his postseason debut since 1905. On January 25th, 2018, this team revamped its outfield with
two major moves: trading Lewis Brinson and prospects to the Marlins and signing a former Kansas City
Royal. Fireman reliever Josh Hader plays for this team, which also employs a former MVP who failed a
drug test in 2011. For the point, name this team that was led to the 2018 NLCS by Lorenzo Cain, Ryan
Braun, and MVP Christian Yelich after beating the Chicago Cubs to win the NL Central.
ANSWER: Milwaukee Brewers (Accept either or both names.)

(Tossup 38) In this man’s only article for The Players’ Tribune, he recounts giving Shaquille O’Neal the
book Siddharta and Shaq giving him a book report that said Siddharta has “money, fame, and women,
just like me.” This man wrote that Larry Brown suffered from impossible standards, causing his players
to eventually ignore him, in The Last Season: A Team in Search of Its Soul, which heavily criticizes Kobe
Bryant for his rift with Shaq. This man’s book Sacred Hoops explores his introduction to Buddhism, and
this “Zen Master” wrote a 2013 book titled Eleven Rings. For the point, name this coach for the Bulls’
and Lakers’ three-peats.
ANSWER: Phil Jackson (prompt on “Zen Master” until it is read)

(Tossup 39) This actor’s recent cameo roles include an awful actor playing Loki in Thor: Ragnarok and a
redneck in Deadpool 2. This actor jokes that he is the “best botanist on the planet” as Mark Watney in a
film based on an Andy Weir novel. A 2015 meme calculated that hundreds of millions of dollars have been
spent trying to rescue, For the point, what actor whose characters were utterly screwed in Saving Private
Ryan, The Martian, and Interstellar ?
ANSWER: Matt Damon

(Tossup 40) This sport was demonstrated at the 1988 Summer Olympics, but like squash and wushu, it
couldn’t get off the shortlist for inclusion in 2020, despite outspoken support by professionals like Norm
Duke and Jason Belmonte. In 1972, Alex Trebek had a sick afro and competed in this sport in a televised
celebrity match. It’s not baseball, but Mookie Betts’ performance in this sport earned him the accurate
Deadspin headline “Red Sox Player Has Perfect Game in World Series” in November 2017. A minimum
of 12 balls are rolled in a game of, For the point, what sport in which a perfect game finishes with a score
of 300 pins?
ANSWER: ten-pin bowling
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Extra Question
(Tossup 41) This team’s quarterback Sid Luckman was part of two of their 11 touchdowns against
Washington in the 1940 championship game, winning 73-0 in the biggest beatdown in NFL history. After
losing to this team in 2005 despite having a 20-point halftime lead and this team’s quarterback, Rex
Grossman, having 6 turnovers, Dennis Green screamed “they are who we thought they were! And we let
them off the hook!” This team lost their most recent playoff game with Cody Parkey’s “double doink”
missed field goal against the Eagles. Mitchell Trubisky is quarterback for, For the point, what NFL team
that has lost 95 games to their rivals, the Green Bay Packers?
ANSWER: Chicago Bears (accept either or both names)
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